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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose an implementation method of LOTOS specifications using a portable multi
thread mechanism. Based on the method, we have developed a LOTOS compiler generating efficient and 
portable object codes. In a generated object code, multiple run-time units in a behaviour expression are 
executed as threads where run-time units correspond to concurrently executable sub-expressions in the 
behaviour expression. To keep the temporal ordering of events among run-time units, we create a control 
area referred by all run-time units in the object code. Each unit refers the area to decide whether each 
event can be executed or not. H executable, the unit executes the event after modifying the control area. 
Otherwise, it kills itself when it need not execute the event. Our compiler can also generate efficient codes 
for a sub-class of the abstract data types {ADTs) in the LOTOS specifications. If the ADT part can be 
treated as functional programs, the compiler generates as efficient object codes as those written in C 
language directly. From some experimental results, we show our method is efficient to implement a wide 
class of LOTOS specifications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, some formal description techniques (FDTs) for describing specifications of distributed 
systems and communication protocols formally have been proposed. LOTOS [11] is one of the FDTs, 
and it has been standardized within ISO since 1989. Now many specifications of distributed systems and 
communication protocols are described in LOTOS. In order to implement the specifications efficiently, 
the compilers for deriving executable codes from the specifications are needed. LOTOS is a very com
plicated language because it allows parallel and synchronized execution, non-deterministic execution and 
interruption among multiple processes. The derivation of high performance programs from LOTOS spec
ifications depends on how efficiently we can handle those parallel and alternative processes and how fast 
the communication among them are executed. 

In implementing LOTOS specifications, the following criteria are required. 

• dealing with behaviour expressions which are not very restricted {including all basic operators in 
LOTOS such as choice, parallel, disabling and so on). 

e automatically generating the object codes implementing abstract data types defined in the specifica
tion. 

We would like to generate an object code from a LOTOS specification which has the following facilities: 

e efficiency: the object code runs fast when the specification includes a number of multiple concurrent 
processes. 

e portability: the object code can be executed on various OSs and/or architectures. 

A number of implementation methods of LOTOS specifications have been proposed [2, 4, 6, 7, 12, 14]. 
The techniques proposed in Ref. [4, 6] restrict the class of LOTOS behaviour expressions to derive efficient 
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object codes. In Ref. [14], an efficient process scheduler written in assembly language is developed and 
used to execute LOTOS specifications. The LOTOS compiler developed in Ref. [12] can deal with general 
LOTOS behaviour expressions including all operators and the abstract data types, and generate portable 
object codes. However, since the compiler does not provides an efficient process scheduler, the generated 
object codes cannot run very fast. 

In this paper, we propose an efficient and portable implementation method of LOTOS specifications 
using a multi-thread mechanism. It enables us 

• to deal with a wide class of LOTOS behaviour expressions, 
• to implement the abstract data types automatically, 
• to derive portable object codes, and 
• to generate the object codes which run efficiently. 

For these purposes, first we have developed a Portable Thread Library (PTL) [1] which enables efficient 
concurrent process execution. And we have developed a LOTOS compiler which generates the multi
threaded object codes from LOTOS specifications. 

In a generated object code, multiple run-time units in a behaviour expression are executed as threads 
where run-time units correspond to concurrently executable sub-expressions in the behaviour expression. 

The generated code consisting of multiple run-time units is executed as a UNIX process using PTL. Here 
the multiple run-time units are mapped to threads and they are executed concurrently. The generation, 
termination and context switching of those threads are controlled in our PTL mechanism. To keep the 
temporal ordering of events among run-time units, we create a control area referred by all run-time units 
in the object code. The structure of a control area is the same as the part of the syntax tree of the LOTOS 
behaviour expression. Each unit refers the area to decide whether each event can be executed or not. If 
executable, the unit executes the event after modifying the control area. Otherwise, it kills itself when 
it need not execute the event. Using the mutual exclusion mechanism in PTL, multiple run-time units 
can avoid accessing the same place in the control area. Using those techniques, we can obtain a higher 
performance. 

Our LOTOS compiler can also deal with the abstract data type (ADT) parts in LOTOS. We have 
defined a functional programming language ASL/F and developed its compiler [8, 10]. The syntax of 
ASL/F is similar to the ADT part (ACT/ONE) of LOTOS. Using this compiler, we automatically derive 
object codes in C from the ADT parts of LOTOS specifications. However, we only deal with the ADT 
parts which can be treated as functional programs. The ASL/F compiler generates the object codes as 
efficient as the codes in usual procedural languages [8, 10], although we give some restrictions for data 
structures in ASL/F. 

Since our LOTOS compiler and ASL/F compiler generate portable object codes in C, and PTL is also 
implemented portably, the generated object codes are portable. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2, we explain the feature of LOTOS language and basic 
idea for implementing LOTOS specifications. In Sec. 3, the outline of implementation of our Portable 
Thread Library (PTL) is described. In Sec. 4, we explain the detail of our implementation method. Some 
optimization techniques are presented in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, we evaluate the performance of the generated 
codes and compare our LOTOS compiler with others. In the final Sec. 7, we concludes this paper. 

2 OUTLINE OF OUR IMPLEMENTATION METHOD 

2.1 LOTOS 

In LOTOS, we describe a specification as a process which consists of several sub-processes. In each 
process, we specify the events observed from the external environment and their temporal ordering as a 
behaviour expression. The operators shown in Table 1 can be used to specify the sequential execution of 
events, alternative, synchronized and parallel execution, interruption and so on. In Table 1, a represents 
an event, and B, B1 and B2 represent expressions consisting of some events, some process invocations 
and the above operators. In (4), 91> ... ,gk are gate names whose events must be synchronized between 
B1 and B2 ('II' also means that all events of B1 and B2 must be synchronized each other). In (7), an 
invocation of a sub-process P is specified. In Table 2, we show a class of behaviour expressions which we 
deal with in this paper. 

In LOTOS, the algebraic specification language ACT/ONE (5] is used for defining the data types and 
their operations which are used to describe guard expressions and/or I/0 values in each event [11]. 
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Table 1 LOTOS operators 

(1) action-prefix 
(2) choice 
( 3) parallel 
(4) synchronous parallel 
(5) disabling 
(6) enabling 
(7) proceBB instantiation 

a;B 
B10B2 
BtiiiB2 
Btl(gt. · · · ,gt]IB2, BtiiB2 
Bt(>B2 
Bt >> B2 
P(gt, · · ·, 9n](vt, · · ·, Vm) 

Table 2 Target class of behaviour expressions 

BO = hide G in B1 I let EQS in B1 I B1 
B1 = B1 >> B2 I B2 
B2 = B2[> B3 I B3 
B3 = B3IIIB4 I B3IIB4 I B3i[G]IB4 I B4 
B4 = B40B5 I B5 
B5 = [EXP]- > B6 I B6 
B6 = a; B6 I stop I exit I (BO) I P[G](V) 

2.2 Basic idea to implement LOTOS behaviour expressions 
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Here, we will explain the basic idea for implementing LOTOS behaviour expressions using our portable 
thread library PTL [1]. 

In executing a LOTOS behaviour expression using a multi-thread mechanism, it is desirable to execute 
each sequentially executable sub-expression of the behaviour expression as a thread independently of 
other sub-expressions. A behaviour expression can be represented as a tree (Fig. 1) where each leaf node 
is an action-prefixed sequence a; B (here, B is any behaviour expression) or a process instantiation P, and 
each intermediate node is an operator shown in Table 1. In such a tree, when each process instantiation 
has invoked, its node is replaced by a tree representing the behaviour expression of the process. After 
process invocations, all leaf nodes will be action-prefixed sequences if there is no infinite invocations 
specified in the processes. So, we assume each leaf node is an action-prefixed sequence a; B in the below 
discussion. 

In this paper, we implement the behaviour expression by 

• mapping each action-prefixed sequence a; B (corresponding to leaf node in Fig. 1) to a thread, and 
• creating a shared data area whose structure is the same as the part of the syntax tree (corresponding 

to a sub-tree where each node is an operator in Fig. 1). 

~ P(a,b,c,cd:= 

/" /0'\ ''\ /;. !;,. •: b;exlt 
lflc:exll) /t c;Q(b,a) \ 

b;a;exll Q(a,b) ql1 ;P(a,b,c,cd qi2;Q(a,b) 

priiC8H Q(a,bl:= 

0~1 
/\ 1\ 

l;b;exll b;a;exll b;exll l;exll 

Figure 1 Tree representation of a behaviour expression 
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In order to keep the temporal ordering of events among those action-prefixed sequences, we derive the 
following object code: 

• All currently executable action-prefixed sequences in the behaviour expression are created as threads 
even if the sequences are alternatively executed. 

• Each thread analyzes the shared data area before executing each event and decides whether the event is 
executable or not. If executable, it executes the event. Otherwise it waits for the event being executable 
or kills itself (when it need not execute the event). 

Let Code(B) be the object code which implements the behaviour expression B. If the behaviour 
expression B includes enabling operator, say, B = B1 >> B2 >> ... >> Bn, we derive each object 
code Code(Bk)(1 :5 k :5 n) in advance, and compose the object code Code( B) so that each Code(Bk) is 
executed after Code(Bk- 1 ). 

Let B p be the behaviour expression of process P. If the main process P in the LOTOS specification 
includes a process instantiation Q and some events in Q are currently executable, we invoke the process 
Q by connecting the shared data area for Bq to the corresponding node in the shared data of B p and 
executing Code(Bq). 

The structure of the shared data area is dynamically modified since the current behaviour expression 
changes dynamically when events are executed or the processes are invoked. So, each thread implementing 
an action-prefixed sequence must be created dynamically and it must analyze the area at every event 
execution. We call the shared data area used in Code( B) as the control area of B, and each currently 
executable sub-expression as a thread in the current behaviour expression as a run-time unit. 

3 IMPLEMENTATION OF PORTABLE THREAD LIBRARY (PTL) 

A LOTOS specification includes a number of concurrent processes. In order to derive efficient codes 
from them, we use a multi-thread library, which can handle concurrent threads (light-weight processes) 
efficiently within a process. There are several implementations such as LWP within Sun OS [15], the 
thread library developed in Florida State University [13] and C Threads of Carnegie Mellon University 
[3] for Mach OS. However each thread library depends on a particular architecture such as Sun OS. For 
example, since COLOS (4] uses LWP to implement LOTOS specifications, the derived object codes run 
only on Sun OS. 

For deriving efficient and portable codes from LOTOS specifications, we have implemented Portable 
Thread Library (PTL) [1]. The characteristics of our PTL are as follows: 

(1) All library codes are described only in C language for portability. 
(2) Architecture dependent codes are also prepared and used instead of the portable codes if they 

improve the performance. 
(3) Standard application interfaces are provided for general purposes (POSIX 1003.4a (9]). 

3.1 Portability 

In order to implement the multi-thread mechanism only inC, we must solve the following problems: 

(i) how to handle the context switching among concurrent threads? 
(ii) how to set up the initial stack pointer for each thread? 

Context switching 
The context switching (which suspends the running thread and resumes other thread which was suspended 
before) requires to preserve the context of the currently running thread such as register values, stack 
pointer, program counter and so on. The contexts including such architecture dependent information 
disturb portability in coding. In PTL, the preemption of CPU is implemented using a UNIX system call 
setitimer which sets an interval for the timer interruption by the UNIX kernel. In order to resume a 
suspended thread, we use system calls ..setjmp and _longjmp. Since most operating systems support those 
system calls, the portability is preserved. The context switching among multiple threads is carried out as 
the following steps: 

Let Thread 1 be the currently running thread and Thread 2 (which is suspended by the context 
switching before) will be resumed by the preemption. 
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Table 3 Performance of PTL 

measured items 

a thread creation 
accessing a variable with mutual exclusion 
context switching 

PTL FSU 
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• Control is moved from Thread 1 (which has current control) to UNIX kernel by the interval timer 
interruption (signal). 

• UNIX kernel preserves Thread 1's context automatically and the signal handler (which is executed 
when the interruption occurred) is invoked. 

• The signal handler preserves its context using ..setjmp and invokes Thread 2's signal handler (which 
had interrupted Thread 2) using _longjmp (which restores the context preserved by ..setjmp). 

• Thread 2's signal handler restores Thread 2's context. After that, Thread 2's execution is resumed. 

Using the above technique, a machine independent context switching can be implemented. 

How to set stack pointer for each thread 
Setting an initial stack pointer for each thread inC language is difficult, because C provides no functions 
for setting the stack pointer directly. Stack pointer of each thread must be initially set to its bottom (in 
which no data is pushed). This is usually implemented using an assembly code (which depends on its 
machine architecture). 

In BSD UNIX, there is a system call sigstack to set a stack area for a signal handler. We can use it 
to set a stack pointer for each thread, by invoking each thread from a signal handler. When a request 
for starting a thread has been issued, PTL's kernel invokes sigstack to set a stack pointer for a signal 
handler, and sends a signal to itself. When the signal handler is invoked, the stack pointer is set to its 
bottom, and the signal handler starts the thread. The above technique can be implemented only in C 
language with some system calls in BSD UNIX. 

3.2 Efficiency 

We have described all codes in C for portability. In order to improve the performance, we have also 
prepared the architecture dependent codes only for the thread creation in PTL. To set the stack pointer 
in starting each thread requires five system calls if the portable code is used. Replacing it to an assembly 
program, they may be reduced to two system calls in some architectures. In order to implement the 
above technique, we describe some assembly programs in addition to the portable code written in C in 
our library. They are separated by llifdef statement in C, so the more efficient code is selected for each 
architecture in compiling. Since the portable code is used for some architectures for which the assembly 
programs are not prepared, the portability is preserved. 

PTL is implemented based on the draft POSIX 1003.4a threads extension which is currently going on 
standardization step with IEEE for portable operating systems for open systems [9). So PTL can be used 
widely. 

3.3 Performance 

In order to evaluate the performance of PTL, we have compared PTL with the multi-thread library 
developed in Florida State University (hereafter, we call it FSU) [13). Both libraries are based on POSIX 
1003.4a. We have measured the CPU time when using these two libraries with respect to the following 3 
points: (1) a thread creation, (2) accessing data with mutual exclusion (if there is no competition with 
others) and (3) the context switching. Our experimental results are shown in Table 3. 

Roughly speaking, this result shows that the performance of our PTL is as high as that of FSU. 
According to Ref. [13), FSU has higher performance than LWP. Both object codes using FSU and LWP 
run only on Sun OS. While the codes using PTL run on various OSs and/or architectures such as Sun 
OS, DEC Ultrix, DEC OSF/1, SONY NEWS, Mach, HP-UX, BSD/386 and so on [1). So, PTL seems 
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~:.'!\. 
llret executed 

.... ~ 
• continue terml,.te 

Figure 2 alternative execution between two run-time units 

to be more useful to implement LOTOS specifications efficiently on various machines and/or operating 
systems. 

Since the current implementation of PTL uses the system calls in BSD Unix, it can be used only by 
compiling its source code on such OSs. If we would like to use PTL on other types of OSs such as System 
V, DOS, OS/2 and so on, we need to modify the source code of PTL so that alternative system calls in 
such OSs or the assembly codes which provide the same functions are used instead of BSD system calls. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION OF LOTOS SPECIFICATIONS 

4.1 How to derive object codes 

Here, we will explain how to derive the object code from the behaviour expression B. The derivation 
consists of three phases: (1) decomposition B into run-time units {R1, ... ,R,.}, (2) creation of a control 
area which implements the temporal ordering among run-time units {R1, ... , R,.}, and (3) the generation 
of each object code for Rk. 

Decomposition of the behaviour expression into ron-time units 
Let B be a behaviour expression of a LOTOS specification, and B~o B2 be sub-expressions of B, respec
tively. If B is either B,OB2, B,IIIB2, B,IIB2, B, l[g~o····Yn)l B2 orB,(> B2, we decompose B into B, 
and B2. The reason why we decompose B even if it is B1 DB2 is that either B, or B2 may include parallel 
operators. To the decomposed sub-expressions B1 and B2, we similarly decompose them recursively until 
no more decomposition can apply. Here, if an intermediate sub-expression B' is a process instantiation, 
we do not decompose it. We define the finally decomposed ones as run-time units. Each run-time unit is 
one of an action-prefixed sequence 'a; B', a process invocation 'P(g1, ... , 9n)( v~o ... , vm)' and an enabling 
sequence 'B1 >> B2 >> ... >> B,'. 

For example, in the behaviour expression of process P[a, b, c, q) in Fig. 1, the whole behaviour expression 
is a run-time unit since it is B1 >> B2 (in Fig. 1, let B1, B2 be the sub-expressions connected to the 
left and right side of'>>', respectively). In the sub-expression of B1, there are three run-time units: (1) 
a;(b;exit Ill c;exit), (2) b;a;exit and (3) Q[a,b). The sub-expression B2 also includes three run-time units: 
(4) c;Q(b,a), (5) q!1;P[a,b,c,q] (6) q!2;Q[a,b). 

Derivation of the control area 
Suppose that an alternative execution between two run-time units 'R1 D R2' is given. Then, two threads 
Code(Ri) and Code(~) are created when the object code is executed. What should we do so that either 
R1 or R2 is executed alternatively in the above environment? One of solutions is as follows (see Fig. 2). 

• The first executed run-time unit (for example, Ri) stores the information that it (R1) has been already 
executed to a node corresponding to the operator 'D'· 

• When another run-time unit (R2) is activated, it knows that the above run-time unit (R!) has been 
already executed by referring the node and kills itself. 

Similarly, R1(> ~ (where R2 can disable R!) can be implemented as follows (see also Fig. 3): 

• When ~ is executed, ~ stores the information about the occurrence of an interruption for R1. 
• R1 refers the information at every stage of its event execution, and it terminates itself if the occurrence 

of an interruption is detected. Otherwise it continues its execution. 
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[>Rdl•ble .. ® refer~ 
R{ ~ ~ iu 

executed terminate axecuted 

Figure 3 interruption by a run-time unit 

For the above implementation, we need a node in the control area to keep the following information. 

• the information to denote which side of each operator is executed (it denotes which choice is selected 
for each choice operator (D) or whether an interruption occurs for each disabling operator([>) or not) 

• the information to denote which side of the operator each run-time unit has connected to. 

As mentioned above, the implementation of a behaviour expression composed of two run-time units is 
quite simple. In general LOTOS behaviour expressions, however, the operators are used hierarchically. 
For example, the behaviour expression 

((RdiiR2)0(R3IIIR.t))[> Rs 
means that if R1 or R2 (R3 or R4) is executed, then R3 and R4 (R1 and R2) must not be executed, and 
that if R6 is executed, all run-time units except R5 must kill themselves (here, we assume R1,R2,R3, Rt 
and R5 are run-time units). 

In order to implement general behaviour expressions where the multiple operators are specified hierar
chically, (1) the nodes corresponding to the operators should be referred hierarchically from each run-time 
unit in the control area, and (2) each run-time unit should have the ordered information how it connects 
to each operator (hereafter, we call the information as a connection identifier). 

Since the operators';', '0', 'Ill', 'l[g1, ... ,gn]l' and'[>' are binary operators, we compose a control area 
as a binary tree. 

In a LOTOS specification S, let Bo be the behaviour expression of the main process, and B1, ... , Bh be 
its sub-processes (1 ~ h), respectively (here, the 'process' means a process which is specified semantically 
as a LOTOS process). Suppose that each Bk includes multiple run-time units (let Rk,, ... , Rk~ be such 
run-time units). For each Bk(O ~ k ~ h), 

(1) parsing Bk to create its binary tree Tree(Bk)· 
(2) creating the control area Area(Bk) for Bk by removing all Tree(Rk,)(1 ~ i ~ m) from Tree(Bk)· 
(3) for each run-time unit R, if R is an enabling sequence BRl >> BR2 >> ... >> BRn• creating each 

control area Area(BRk)· 
(4) for each run-time unit R such as 'a;(b;exit Ill c;exit)', if the sub-expression R' of R includes multiple 

run-time units, creating a control area Area(R') (Fig. 4). 

By the above steps, all the control areas required to execute the behaviour expression in S can be 
created statically when we compile each LOTOS specification. 

From the behaviour expression in Fig. 1, four control areas are generated: Area(Bpl), Area(Bp2 ) and 
Area(b;exitlllc;exit) for process P, Area(Bq) for process Q (Fig. 4). 

In each node of the control area, we initially put the information about the corresponding operator 
and the connection identifier, that is, which side the operator is connected to its upper operator. 

Generation of the object code for each run-time unit 
Each run-time unit Ris one of the following three types: (i) a process instantiation (P[g1, ... , 9n](v1 , ••• , vm)), 
(ii) an enabling sequence (B1 >> B2 >> ... >> Bl) (where each Bk is any behaviour expression) and (iii) 
an action-prefixed sequence (a; B) (where a, Bare any event and any behaviour expression, respectively). 

(i) Object code for a process instantiation 
When R is a process invocation 'P[g1, ... ,gn]( ... )', all run-time units in the LOTOS process P must be 

invoked immediately. So Code(R) is as follows: 

• connecting the root node of Area( B p) to the node of the current control area where R has connected. 
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process P(a,b,c,q):= B P1» B P2 P-• Q(a,bi::Bg 

a;b;axH b;a;axH b;axlt •;axil 
(RQ1} (RQZ) (RQZ) (RQ4} 

Figure 4 Control area 

• invoking Code(Bp). 

(ii) Object code for an enabling sequence 
If R is B1 >> B2 >> ... >> Bt, the following object code Code(R) is generated: 

(1) connecting Area(B1 ) to the cutrent control area in the same way explained above. 
(2) invoking Code(Bt) 
(3) waiting until all run-tinle units in B1 finish their execution. 
(4) for each B2 , ••• ,B, the steps from (1) to (3) are applied. 

(iii) Object code for an action-prefixed sequence 
If R is an action-prefixed sequence a; B, then we generate the following object code Code(R): 

(1) Code(R) decides whether it can execute the event a or not by analyzing the current control area. 
(2) If Code(R) need not execute the event, it kills itself. Otherwise it waits for the event being executable. 
(3) If the event is executable, Code(R) executes the event a after modifying the control area. 
(4) If B is also an action-prefixed sequence such as a';B', then the same operations from (1) to (3) are 

applied for a'; B' until B is stop or exit. 
(5) If B is not an action-prefixed sequence, Code(R) invokes Code( B) after connecting Area( B) to the 

corresponding node of the current control area. 

The analysis procedure of the current control area in (1) depends on the operators specified in the 
behaviour expression. 

4.2 Analysis of the control area 

Here, how all the run-time units are executed by analyzing the current control area so that the temporal 
ordering of events among them is inlplemented according to the operators specified in the specification. 
The analysis procedure of the control area depends on whether synchronization operators are specified 
or not. 

Analysis if choice, parallel and disabling operators are specified 
In order to keep which run-time unit has been executed at each choice operator( OJ, the selected run-time 
unit stores the marks left or right to the node corresponding to '0' in the control area. In order to inform 
the occurrence of an interruption, the run-time unit which connects to right side of'[>' stores the mark 
disable to the node corresponding to'[>'. The run-time units which connect to the left side of'[>' inform 
that all the run-time units have finished by storing finish to the node of '[>'. We assume that all the 
nodes in the control area are initially blank. 

The run-time unit R can execute its event when one of the following conditions holds at each node 
from the leaf node (where R connects) to the root node in the control area: 

• at each node '0', the mark left/right is stored if R connects to the left/right side of the node (or no 
mark is stored). 

• at each node'[>', the mark disable is stored if R connects to the right side of the node (or no mark is 
stored). 
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Figure 5 A LOTOS specification with synchronization operators 

Suppose that the object code for the behaviour expression of the process P in Fig. 1 is executed. 
Since Bp := Bp1 >> Bp2 1 first Code(Bp1 ) is invoked and it creates three threads for Rp1 = Code(a; 
(b;ezitlllc; ezit)), RP2 = Code(b;a;ezit) and Rp3 = Code(Q[a,b)) with the control area Area(Bpl) (see 
Fig. 4). Since Rp3 is a process instantiation Q[a,b], the process is invoked as explained in Sec. 4.1 and four 
threads RQ1 = Code( a; b; ezit), Rq2 = Code(b; a; ezit), RQ3 = Code(b; ezit) and RQ4 = Code(a; ezit) are 
created. 

Suppose that Rp1 analyzes the control area first. Since all nodes are blank, it knows it can execute 
its first event a after it modifies the control area (storing the mark left to the node (1) in Fig. 4). Then, 
other run-time units refer the control area and know they cannot execute their events and kill themselves 
because another side expression is selected at the node (1). Since Rp1 executes 'b; ezitlllc; ezit' after 
execution of a, it connects Area(b;ezitlllc;ezit) to the left side of the node (1) and creates two threads 
Code(b; ezit) and Code(c; ezit). 

When all threads in Code(BPl) have finished, Code(Bp2) is executed and three threads Rp4 = 
Code(c;Q[b,a]),Rp6 = Code(q!l;P[a,b,c,q]) and Rpa = Code(q!2;Q[a,b]) are created to be executed 
concurrently with the control area Area(Bp2) as shown in Fig. 4. If Rp4 analyzes the control area first, 
it executes its event c and invokes the process Q [b, a] since the node (2) in the control area is blank. 
When an interruption by RP6 occurs, the mark disable is stored to the node (2). The run-time units 
Rq1 , ••• , RQ4 invoked by Rp4 refer the node (2) before they execute their events and know the occurrence 
of interruption, then kill themselves. Finally, when Rp6 disables Rp6 , the mark disable is stored to the 
node (3). Rp5 detects the occurrence of interruption by referring the node (3) and it kills itself. 

The above shows that the original specification in Fig. 1 is properly implemented. 

Analysis if synchronization operators are specified 
LOTOS has highly complicated synchronization mechanism among multiple concurrent run-time units. 
There are two main reasons for its complexity. The first reason is that the number and/or the combination 
of the synchronizing run-time units may change dynamically. In Fig. 5, for example, ~ and ~ may 
synchronize in executing the event 'b'. However, R1,R3 and Ra may synchronize in executing the event 
'a'. The combination cannot be decided statically in advance. The second reason is that I/0 parameters 
must be unified each other. That is, for synchronization, all output values and their sorts of an event 
must be equal to those of another event, and some proper values must be assigned to all input variables 
of the synchronizing events. For exan1ple, in order that R2 (its synchronizing event is 'a!4?s:bool') and R3 

(its event is 'a?x:int!true') in Fig. 5 synchronize, the proper data '4:int' and 'true: boo!' must be assigned 
to the variables z : int and s : bool, respectively. 

In general, if a synchronization operator is specified in the behaviour expression (B1 l[g1 , ••• , g,.]l B2 ), 

the following steps are needed for each run-time unit included in B1 and B2: 

(1) Before executing each event, each run-time unit examines whether the event must synchronize or 
not. 

(2) If the event must synchronize, the run-time unit keeps the gate name of the event and its output 
values (and/or input variables) at the operator '1[ ..• ]1' and it waits for a synchronization peer. Hereafter, 
we call the output values and/or input variables as 1/0 parameters. 
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Table 4 A synchronization table 

gate name side state valuel value2 

a right z int true boo! 
b right OK 1 int 
a left NG 4 int boo! 

(3) When another run-time unit executes an event whose gate name is the same as that of the waiting 
run-time unit, it unifies its I/0 parameters and the parameters of the waiting run-time unit by referring 
the information kept at 'I[ ... JI'. 

(4) If it cannot unify its I/0 parameters, it also keeps its gate name and I/0 parameters at the operator 
and waits for the peer. When the unification succeeds, the synchronization also succeeds. 

(5) If there is no run-time unit which can be the peer, the synchronization fails. 
(6) If some synchronization operators are specified hierarchically, the above steps (1 )-(5) must be applied 

to the upper operators in the behaviour expression with the unified I/0 parameters. 

In order to implement the above, we need a table at a synchronization operator '1[ ... ]1' to keep the 
following information: 

• I/0 parameters for the synchronizing run-time units (for unification) 
e which sides the run-time units have connected to (for examining whether each waiting run-time unit 

is a synchronization peer) 

For this implementation, we prepare a synchronization table (in Table 4) at each node corresponding 
to '1[ ... ]1' in the control area. There are four items in the synchronization table : 1. gate name, 2. side, 3. 
state and 4. values. In the item 1, the gate name of each synchronizing event is assigned. In the item 2, 
the side (left or right) where the waiting run-time unit has connected is stored. The item 3 denotes the 
current state of the run-time unit (blank, READY, OK, NG, RETRY and EXEC are used). In the item 
4, I/0 parameters and their sorts of the synchronizing event are stored. 

We compose the analysis procedure for each run-time unit R (which is a; B) of the following three 
phases: 1. request for synchronization, 2. check of consistency, and 3. propagation of result. 

phase 1: request for synchronization 

(1) R finds 'I[G]I' where a's gate name belongs to G by referring the control area from the leaf node. 
If other alternative run-time units have been executed at an intermediate node '0' or'[>', R cannot 
execute a and kills itself. 

(2) R finds a peer run-time unit by referring the 'gate name' and 'side' in the synchronization table (it 
creates a table at 'I[G]I' if it is not created yet) and tries to unify its I/0 parameters and peer's. 

(3) If the unification is impossible or no peer is in the table, R adds a line to the table and stores a's 
gate name and I/0 parameters with their sorts to the line. Then R waits until its 'state' turns to 
READY or RETRY. If 'state' turns to RETRY, R executes the steps from (1) again to find another 
peer. Otherwise, R works according to the phase 2. 

( 4) If the unification is possible, R searches the upper nodes in the control area to find the synchronization 
operator 'I[G']I' (where a's gate name belongs toG') similarly to (1). 

(5) If such a 'I[G']I' exists, R executes the steps from (2) with the unified I/0 parameters. 
(6) If such a operator does not exist, a synchronization gets ready and R checks whether all peers are 

executable according to the phase 2. 

phase 2: check of consistency 
This phase is to ensure mutual exclusion of several alternative synchronizations. 

(7) R stores READY to 'state' of the peer line at each 'I[GJI' and waits a response from each peer. Each 
peer checks whether other alternative run-time units have been executed or not by referring each node 
in the control area, then stores OK or NG to 'state', and waits the result from R. 
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phase 3: propagation of result 

(8) If all peer's responses are OK, R informs its peers that the synchronization is successful by storing 
EXEC to 'state' and the unified I/0 parameters to 'values' oft he peer line at each 'I[GJI'. R also stores 
RETRY to other lines in the synchronization table. After all peers receives EXEC, then R and its 
peers get executable. 

(9) Otherwise, R stores RETRY to 'state' of the peer line at each 'I[GJI' and executes the synchronization 
steps from the phase 1 again. 

For example, let us consider how the behaviour expression in Fig. 5 is executed in our implementation. 
Here, we suppose that R1 , Ra, Rs, R1, Rs, R2 , R5 and 14 are activated in that order. 

First, R1 creates a synchronization table TBL1 at the node (1) in Fig. 5 corresponding to 'l[a]l' and 
stores its I/0 parameters (5: int, true: boo!) to TBL1 and waits for the peer. Next, R3 finds the peer R1 

in TBL1 and tries to unify its I/0 parameters (x: int, true: boo!) and the I/0 parameters of R1 in TBLl. 
Since the unification is possible by assigning 5 to the undefined variable x, R3 refers the upper node (2) 
'I[ a, b]l' with the unified I/0 parameters (5: int, true: boo!). Here the synchronization table is not created 
yet, so R 3 creates the table TBL2 to store the I/0 parameters and waits for the peer. Similarly, Rs creates 
a synchronization table TBL3 at the node (3) to store its I/0 parameters (w: int,u: boo!), and waits for 
the peer. Next, R7 can unify its I/0 parameters and that of the peer Rs in TBL3 by assigning 4 to w, 
and refers TBL2 in the upper node (2) with the unified I/0 parameters ( 4: int, t : boo!). Since R7 cannot 
unify its I/0 parameters (4: int, t: bool) and that of the peer of R 3 (5: int, true: boo!), R 7 keeps the I/0 
parameters in TBL2 and waits another peer. When Rs refers the node (2), it can find the peer R3 whose 
I/0 parameters (5 : int, true : boo!) can be unified to the that of Rs (z : int, true : boo!) by assigning 
5 to z. Since there is no upper synchronization operators, Rs stores READY to the corresponding line 
in TBL2 to check the executability of the peer R3 (R3 also stores READY to its peer line in TBLl to 
check the executability ofits peer Rl). Since no other alternative run-time units are executed, Rs receives 
OK from R3 (R3 also receives OK from R1 ) and informs R3 that the synchronization is successful by 
storing EXEC to the corresponding line in TBL2 and RETRY to the line of other waiting run-time unit 
R7 (R3 also informs R1 in the same way). Since the nodes corresponding to '0' are modified before the 
event a!5!true is executed, other run-time units R2 , 14 and R5 detect that other side run-time units are 
selected by referring the node, and kill themselves. 

4.3 Implementation of abstract data types 

We have developed a functional language ASL/F and its compiler [8, 10]. Using the compiler, we imple
ment the abstract data type (ADT) parts of LOTOS as follows: 

(1) converting the ADT part described in ACT ONE [5] into an ASL/F description (it is a syntactical 
conversion and both languages have similar syntax). 

(2) deriving C codes from the ASL/F description. 

The derived C codes are compiled and linked to the multi-threaded codes derived from the behaviour 
expression part explained before. 

The functions defined in the ADT parts are used for: 

(1) calculating the output values in executing an event (a!f(x,y)), 
(2) restricting the execution of events by conditions (a! x [x>O] ), 
(3) restricting the execution of behaviour expressions ( [G(x, y)] ->B). 

Since these functions are compiled into the functions in C language, we only call each function and 
get its return value. In (1) and (2), the function is called in executing the event. In (3), Code( B) for the 
behaviour expression B is invoked if the return value is true, otherwise not invoked. 

Here, we restrict the class of the ADT parts to a functional program [8, 10]. We need to describe the 
ADT parts in LOTOS specifications only using the axioms in a functional class. 

4.4 Application to protocol visualization 

In order to facilitate to understand the dynamic behavior of protocols, their visualization is useful. A 
protocol P can be visualized by displaying a corresponding animation when each event in P is executed. 
Our LOTOS compiler can also handle animations described in an extension of LOTOS for such visualiza
tion [17]. We propose a visualization method for LOTOS specifications in Ref. [17]. To visualize a given 
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Figure 6 Visualization of Dijkstra's dining philosophers 

LOTOS specification S, it is desirable to describe a visualization scenario V without modifying S. In our 
method, we describe a visualization scenario V in an extension of LOTOS so that after executing each 
event in S, the corresponding animation is displayed. Then we combine these two specifications using a 
synchronization operator to compose the visualized specification VS = SI[Gv]JV (here, Gv is a set of 
gates whose events would like to be visualized). For example, if we visualize a specification S(a, b, c) which 
has three gates, we compose V =a; Aalllb; Ablllc; Ac as a visualization scenario of S (here, A 4 , Ab, Ac are 
animations for events a, b, c, respectively). 

In order to execute such a visualized specification VS = SI[Gv]JV fast, it is needed to execute the 
synchronization among Sand V efficiently. Since our LOTOS compiler can implement the synchronization 
efficiently, we can derive the object code from each V S as fast as the code from the original specification 
s. 

In Ref. (17], we describe a LOTOS specification of Dijkstra's dining philosophers and visualize it based 
on our method. The specification is described in a constraint oriented style (16] , where five philosopher 
processes executed in parallel synchronize to five fork processes executed in parallel so that each fork is 
not accessed by two or more philosophers simultaneously. Fig. 6 is the snap shots when we execute the 
object codes derived from the visualized specification using our compiler. The details are described in 
Ref. (17] . 

5 OPTIMIZATION 

Simplifying control area 

In the above explanation, we need n- 1 nodes in the control area for implementing alternative execution 
among n run-time units. If we assign different connection identifiers to the alternative run-time units 
and compose the control area as a general tree, we can reduce the n - 1 nodes to only a node. We can 
also remove each node corresponding to 'Ill' by assigning the same connection identifier to the run-time 
units executed in parallel. For example, in Fig. 7, seven nodes are reduced to a node. Here, we assign 
the different identifiers to the alternative run-time units R,, R2, R3(R4), R, and ~(R1) and the same 
identifier to the run-time units R3 and ~ (~ and R7). Our current implementation uses the above 
technique. 

Shortening analysis path in control area and garbage collection 

Once a selection or interruption has been executed, some nodes in the current control area may become 
unnecessary. If we leave such nodes, the analysis path in the control area will be long and it will take 
much time for each run-time unit to decide whether it can execute each event or not. So we remove such 
unnecessary nodes from the control area as follows (see Fig. 8) : 

(1) Once a run-time unit R is selected and the mark (left/right) is stored at a node in the control area, 
the run-time units which connect to the same side of the node skip the node in the next analysis. 
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parallel parallel 

Figure 7 Simplification of the control area 

Figure 8 Garbage collection of the current control area 

(2) Each run-time unit which is not selected removes the unnecessary node before it kills itself. 

Local selection among action-prefixed sequences 

Alternative execution among multiple action-prefixed sequences can be implemented efficiently within a 
thread by treating the sequences as a run-time unit and selecting one of alternative events within the 
unit. 

So, we implement such a run-time unit R, say, a1; B10a2; B2Q ... Qa,;Bn as follows (here, ak and Bk are 
any event and any behaviour expression, respectively): 

(1) Code(R) calculates the set of executable events E from a set of events {a1 , ••• ,an} by analyzing the 
current control area. 

(2) If E is empty, it kills itself. 
(3) Code(R) selects an event a; from E and executes a; after modifying the control area. 
(4) If B; is also alternative execution among action-prefixed sequences such as a~; B; Q ... Qa:,.; B:,.(l $ m), 

then the same operations from (1) to (3) are applied for B; until B; is stop or exit. 
(5) If B; is not such an expression, then Code(B;) is invoked with connecting Area(B;) to the corre

sponding node in the current control area. 

Our current implementation uses the above technique. 

6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Experimental results 

Here, we will evaluate our implementation method. Although some LOTOS compilers have been developed 
for several years, most of them do not use multi-thread mechanisms to implement LOTOS specifications. 
As long as we know, only COLOS [4] uses a multi-thread library to implement LOTOS specifications 
efficiently. COLOS has been developed within the ESPRIT project LOTOSPHERE and is based on the 
algorithm introduced in Ref. [4]. We have compared our compiler with other compilers, COLOS [4] and 
TOPO [12]. 
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Table 5 The number of executed events per second in parallel execution 

Number of run-time units Ours CO LOS TOPO 

100 1724/sec 700/sec 57 /sec 
200 1214/sec 421/sec 26/sec 
300 928/sec 276/sec 17 /sec 
400 712/sec 227 /sec 12/sec 
500 565/sec 183/sec 9/sec 

Table 6 The number of executed events per second in alternative execution 

Number of Alternatives 

5 
10 
15 
20 

Ours 

1900/sec 
940/sec 
730/sec 
570/sec 

CO LOS 

510/sec 
520/sec 
510/sec 
516/sec 

TOPO 

600/sec 
360/sec 
240/sec 
170/sec 

In order to examine how efficiently multiple concurrent processes are executed, we have measured the 
number of events executed in one second when we execute the object codes derived LOTOS specifications 
which include several hundreds of concurrent run-time units. In the specifications, all run-time units are 
connected by the parallel operator 'Ill', and each run-time unit is an action-prefixed sequence composed 
of ten events. We show our experimental results in Table 5. Here, we have used Sun SparcStation IPX 
with 24MB memory. 

Table 5 shows that our compiler is more efficient than COLOS and TOPO in concurrent execution. 
Since TOPO do not use a multi-thread library, the object codes by TOPO run much slower than others 
with respect to parallel execution. In our compiler, more than a thousand of concurrent run-time units 
can be derived and executed fast if we assign 8KB memory to each thread stack {on Sun SparcStation 
IPX with 24MB memory). 

In order to examine the efficiency in alternative execution, we have measured the number of events 
which are executed in a second for the following process P: 

P := (a1;exitOa2;exitO ... Oan;exit) >> P 

In measurement, we have changed the number of alternatives n from 5 to 20 for examining the selection 
cost for the case that many alternatives are specified. We show the result in Table 6. In the experiment, the 
object codes derived from our compiler and TOPO have selected each alternative in each loop. Otherwise, 
the code from CO LOS has always selected the first alternative. 

In LOTOS, it is recommended that the specifications are described in resource oriented and/or con
straint oriented styles (16], and a lot of LOTOS specifications have been described in those styles. In 
order to examine how efficiently the specifications in those styles are executed, we have also measured 
the number of events in one second when we execute the specifications with several constraints. For the 
behaviour expression B which includes 100 run-time units connected by 'Ill', we have used the specifica
tions BIIB {one constraint), BIIBIIB (two constraints), BIIBIIBIIB {three constraints) and BIIBIIBIIBIIB 
{four constraints) for measurement. We show the experimental results in Table 7. 

According to Table 7, the codes generated from COLOS run faster than others with respect to the syn
chronization. However, CO LOS restricts the class of LOTOS behaviour expressions. For such a restricted 
class, more efficient implementations for synchronization may be considered on our implementation. 

6.2 Related work 

Several LOTOS compilers have been proposed and they are classified into four approaches. The first 
approach is to derive a finite state machine from a given LOTOS specification by reducing parallelism in 
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Table 1 The number of executed events per second in synchronous execution 

Behaviour expreuion 

B 
BIIB 
BIIBIIB 
BIIBIIBIIB 
BIIBIIBIIBIIB 

Ours 

1724/sec 
244/sec 
195/sec 
175/sec 
155/sec 

CO LOS 

700/sec 
509/sec 
365/sec 
273/sec 
224/sec 

TOPO 

57/sec 
12/sec 

0.9/sec 
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the specification[6]. However, this approach focuses only the resource oriented specifications, so we cannot 
deal with the general LOTOS specifications. The second approach is the technique to use the languages 
which can handle parallel processing such as PARLOG [7]. In this approach, each parallel process can 
be easily mapped to a concurrent unit in those languages. However, the efficient implementation of 
synchronization and interruption among multiple concurrent processes is difficult due to the difference 
between LOTOS and those languages. Third approach uses the technique for mapping each concurrent 
process to a UNIX process [2]. Although it implements the concurrency, the overhead in the context 
switching and communication among processes causes low performance in the derived codes when there 
are many concurrent processes in the specification. The last approach uses the mechanisms to handle 
concurrent processes efficiently [4, 12, 14]. In Ref. [12], a LOTOS specification is transformed into an 
abstract model which is independent of machine architectures. However, in its current implementation, 
co-routine calls of concurrent processes are virtually executed. So, the generated codes are not very 
fast. In Ref. [14], a process scheduler written in an assembly language is used for executing concurrent 
processes. A LOTOS compiler COLOS [4] uses SUN's light-weight process mechanism(LWP) [15] for this 
purpose. However, those mechanisms depend on machine architectures and the generated codes may not 
be executed on various machines and/or operating systems. 

Most of existing LOTOS compilers except TOPO [12] cannot generate the object codes automatically 
from the abstract data type (ADT) parts of LOTOS specifications. Although COLOS has a framework 
handling the ADT externally, the contents of the ADT functions must be described in C language by 
the designers. Our LOTOS compiler can generate the object codes from the ADT parts automatically by 
using the compiler for our functional language ASL/F [8, 10]. 

Since existing LOTOS compilers [4, 14] use hardware dependent mechanisms for generating fast object 
codes, derived object codes may not be portable. Using our implementation method proposed in this 
paper, we can derive fast and portable object code from LOTOS specifications. According to the above, 
our LOTOS compiler can be used more widely to develop actual systems and protocols. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have described an implementation method of LOTOS specificatiollS using our portable 
multi-thread mechanism. Our compiler based on the method can treat all of the basic operators in LOTOS 
such as choice@, parallel (Ill), synchronization (II and 1!9h···•9n]l), enabling(>>) and disabling([>). 
It can also treat the ADT parts described as functional programs in LOTOS specifications. Since the 
derived object codes are portable, they can be executed on many architectures and/or OSs. 

According to the results in Sec. 6, we believe that our compiler can be used for the developments of 
many practical distributed systems and communication protocols more widely. 

The current version of our compiler does not support (1) par, choice and accept statements, nor (2) 
the parametrized ezit operator. Now we have been extending our LOTOS compiler so that they can 
be used. Our current implementation cannot generate faster object codes for the restricted class of the 
LOTOS behaviour expressiollS than the compilers which can generate efficient object codes for such a 
restricted class. We would like to improve our compiler to generate optimized codes from the specifications 
written in such a class. The developments of practical communication protocols using the compiler is one 
of our future work. 
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